7

ways to optimize
your Azure costs

Take advantage of free tools included with your subscription,

plus special licensing offers, to assess and adjust your Azure
workloads for optimal cost efficiency. From right-sizing

resources and monitoring spend to scaling efficiently, here are
the top 7 ways to get the most out of your Azure investment.

Lower costs by shutting down unused resources

Eliminate unnecessary expense by using

Azure Advisor to find and shut down unused
cloud resources.

Avoid wasted spend on unused virtual

30%

machines (VMs), virtual network gateways,

Azure ExpressRoute circuits, public IP addresses,
Azure Data Factory pipelines, and more.

is the amount of wasted
cloud spend reported
by organizations�

Increase efficiency by right-sizing underused resources

Reduce costs by adjusting and optimizing

49%

resource sizes with Advisor, which

highlights overprovisioned resources and
suggests more appropriate SKU sizes.

Effectively manage the size of your VMs
and the compute size of your MariaDB,

of organizations use
automated policies to
right-size instances�

MySQL, and PostgreSQL servers.

Pay less by reserving upfront with Azure reservations
Purchase Azure reservations (a 1-year

or 3-year commitment to specific Azure
services) to save money.

Use Advisor to get reservation

recommendations for consistent Windows
and Linux VMs, Azure SQL databases,

72%

Azure Cosmos DB instances, and more.
Manage costs across predictable and

variable workloads to budget and forecast
use more effectively.

Save up to 72% over
pay-as-you-go pricing
using Azure reservations

Save big on Azure with the Azure Hybrid Benefit

80%

Save up to 85% over pay-as-you-go

pricing by bringing your Windows Server
and SQL Server on-premises licenses to
Azure with Software Assurance.

Save up to 80% over the
standard pay-as-you-go rate
when you combine the Azure
Hybrid Benefit for Windows
Server with Azure reservations

Combine the Azure Hybrid Benefit,

reservation pricing, and extended security
updates for lowest cost of ownership.

Improve consumption efficiency with autoscaling
Streamline costs by using automation
to match app performance needs with
resource allocation.

Meet evolving needs by scaling

resources in and out as needed across
VMs, Azure Service Fabric, and Azure
App Service.

Ease management overhead by

automatically monitoring and adjusting
system performance.

51%
of organizations use
automated policies to shut
down workloads after hours�

Operate efficiently: choose the right Azure compute service
Select the most cost-efficient compute
service according to your scenario,

Consider upgrading
to D-series VMs for

hosting model, DevOps, scalability,

35%

or availability needs.

Use guidance in the Microsoft Azure
Well-Architected Framework to

faster processing
at the same cost

understand your compute options and
compare hosting models, service limits,

cost, SLA, regional availability, and more.
Make an informed choice based on your
established criteria.

Manage spending better by setting up budgets and alerts
Proactively manage spend at the
department or project level with

Azure Cost Management + Billing.
Create thresholds and notifications

for your entire Azure instance or specific
workloads (or trigger resource scaling
or shutdowns).

Monitor and optimize consumption
by using budget and cost alerts.

Organizations are over budget
for cloud spend by an average
of 23%, and expect cloud
spend to increase by
47% next year�

Get the most value from your Azure
workloads while reducing unnecessary costs.
Check out our cost optimization site and
cost optimization training to learn more.
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